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never been a confirmed report of breeding in
the UK as far as we know.

Chairman’s Introduction
The year 2007 started with real promise when
the first moth was recorded on 26 January by
Jim Millar, it turned out to be a Pale Brindled
Beauty. (See following article.). This was
closely followed by a photograph of a
Peacock taken by Tony Mainwood in Golspie
on the 17th of February.

Jimmy McKellar

Highland Branch News
In a departure from our normal routine we
moved our AGM from the Spring to the
Autumn. This left a gap in the Spring which
we filled with a meeting to launch the
recording year and generally generate a bit of
interest in the coming season.
A record breaking number of members
(around 30) attended this very interesting day
at Strathpeffer Community Centre on Sunday
the 15th of April which not only launched the
season but brought us up to speed on
developments regarding butterfly distribution
and the National Macro Moth Recording
Scheme.

Peacock by Tony Mainwood
I thought this might be the end of exciting
records, but we were treated to more with a
record of a Camberwell Beauty on 26th March
at Invershin, Bonar Bridge, reported by AnneMarie Smout. This was closely followed by
two more on the 12th April, one at Golspie
seen by Tony Mainwood, the other from
Munlochy on the Black Isle reported by
Dominick Murray. We then had a wonderful
record from Nethybridge recorded and
photographed by John Poyner on the 13th.
Surprisingly there were another from Ardgay
on the 14th April reported by SNH staff and
finally we had a Culbin record reported by
Stewart Taylor of the RSPB on the 1st of May
after which there were no more.

David Barbour gave a splendid account of the
expansion of ranges of the top 4 butterflies in
our area over the last few years – they were
Ringlet, Speckled Wood, Peacock and Orange
Tip, a further two to watch out for are Comma
and Purple Hairstreak.
We really ought to add Camberwell Beauty to
the list of butterflies to watch out for as we
have had so many reports of this rare migrant
during the Spring.

There was however a Camberwell Beauty
seen feeding on clematis, 600 feet up near
Aboyne on the 30th April and while this is
outside our recording area it is interesting
none the less. All of these butterflies had
very probably overwintered judging by the
early dates. Unfortunately their fortunes were
washed away with the weather though with
such small numbers it was probable they were
not a viable population anyway. There has

Camberwell Beauty - John Poyner
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Tom Prescott followed with a talk on the
“Dark Art” of moth recording disguised by
the title “Introducing the National Moth
Recording Scheme”. There followed a short
discussion on recording and training before
Tom treated us to details of the “Conservation
of Priority Moths in Scotland”. As usual Tom
gave us one of his lively, interesting and
above all, informative lectures.

Pale Brindled Beauty
It was a Pale Brindled Beauty, the first I have
seen, a super moth record to start 2007. Jim
Miller mentioned it in his Inverness Courier
article:
“Global warming could bring more
tourists — and midgies”.
Published: 13 February, 2007 in the
Inverness Courier.

After lunch a slightly smaller audience
regrouped to see a demonstration of MapMate
by Jeff Waddell. This technical computer
package was demystified and made to look
quite simple and user friendly. The ease with
which maps could be produced was a real
eye-opener and it was generally agreed this
had been a most worthwhile exercise. We
were also given a demonstration of a Beta
version of a lookup table in Excel devised by
Tony Mainwood which simplifies the input of
Latin and Common names when entering data
into a spreadsheet in preparation for
synchronising with MapMate. Another very
useful shortcut / trick!

Jim mentioned it was a surprise to see it in
January. He found it on a wall and caught it
in a jamjar before taking it inside for a closer
look.
He went on to say "it was clearly a moth, and
quite a large one, the size that flutters from
the woods on a balmy summer evening to
batter against the window". "The wings were
a dusty, mottled grey-green colour and it had
a hairy body, a bonny wee thing in its way".

The “Strathpeffer Experience” was most
professionally organised by Tony Mainwood
from start to finish with help from the
speakers to whom I personally would like to
say a big thank you.
In yet another departure from our normal
activities our “Tri-Branch, Annual Kindrogan
Meeting” was renamed and moved to Birnam
where we called it a “Members Day”. This
too turned out to be a rather successful event
with over 100 people attending and lots of
opportunity to talk and circulate. The main
point of note is that Highland regained the
coveted “Kindrogan Cup” in the quiz. Well
done that team!

Pale Brindled Beauty by Tony Mainwood
His little book of moths was no help in
identifying it, so he called on me as chairman
of the Highland Branch of Butterfly
Conservation to pronounce judgement.
Initially I was a bit stumped but quickly
worked out the family and then the species
as a Pale Brindled Beauty, widespread but not
particularly common anywhere.

Jimmy McKellar

My thanks to Jim Miller for bringing it to me
and to Tony Mainwood for the photograph.
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By a strange co-incidence I was to receive
another record from a colleague at work and
then a third from Tony Mainwood all in the
space of a week. It must have been a good
year for them.

The cliffs continue on the east side of
Portknockie, gradually transforming into
grassy slopes which overlook Cullen golf
course. On the north eastern outskirts of
Portknockie lies the Bow Fiddle rock, and
beyond that another arch called the Whale’s
Mouth. Between these features the cliffs drop
almost straight into the sea, and provide
ledges for seabirds such as kittiwakes,
razorbills and shags. On this section of coast,
the views extend east to Troup Head, near
Fraserburgh.

Jims record: Pale Brindled Beauty
26Jan-2007
Bunchrew NH64 618458 1
Male Identified by Jimmy McKellar - found
at rest on a caravan wall around 4pm. Jim
Miller
Jimmy McKellar

Notes from the East
Traveling eastward along the Moray coast,
the shingle ridges of Spey Bay give way to a
rockier coastline at Portgordon. Further east,
between the villages of Findochty and
Portknockie, the sea braes and cliffs increase
in height and are interspersed with sheltered
coves, well worth exploring for butterflies
and moths. On clear days one can enjoy
views of the Moray coastline as far as
Lossiemouth, beyond which the hills of Rossshire, Sutherland and Caithness stretch
northward. Morven, the highest hill in
Caithness, appears as a perfect cone rising
from the firth, although it lies some 11 miles
inland from Dunbeath, and is less
symmetrical when seen at close quarters. It
seems that every town and village along this
bit of coast has a house named “Morven
View”.

Bow Fiddle arch
To reach Cullen, one can either walk along
the sandy beach beside the Golf Course, or
follow the disused railway as far as the Cullen
viaducts which overlook the Cullen Burn and
Seatown of Cullen.

C
ullen Bay and golf course
The boundary between the administrative
regions of Moray and Aberdeenshire lies
about half a mile to the east of Cullen,
aligning with the boundary between Highland
and East Scotland Branches.
However,
Watsonian Vice-county 94, Banffshire,

Findochty from the east
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overlaps Moray and Aberdeenshire, with the
result that part of Vice-county 94 falls within
Highland Branch‘s area.

Skipper and Small Blue were found in the
1960s. On this occasion we found a few
Small Blue adults and ova, and disturbed two
Wood Tiger moths. However, repeated visits
to this site in recent years have failed to reveal
Dingy Skipper sightings. Roy attributes the
loss of this species to the disappearance of
patches of bare ground which the butterfly
likes, and the replacement of short, flowerrich turf with more rank vegetation. Until the
practice died out in the 1960s, shepherds
overwintered their flocks on the sea braes,
and coarse, invasive vegetation was
controlled by burning. There are now places
quite near the shore where there is so much
bramble, gorse and bracken that it is not
unusual to disturb roe deer. This was unheard
of a decade or two ago.

Cullen
I was fortunate enough to arrange a visit to
this area with Roy Leverton on 14th June
2007, one of the few sunny days in a dismal
summer. We parked near the shore at
Findochty (grid ref NJ 465 681), and walked
eastward along the lower braes almost as far
as Tronach Head (grid ref NJ 477 686). The
first butterfly we saw was a Painted Lady, and
before long we counted about 70 specimens,
some of which appeared worn. We also came
across a few male Common Blues and Small
Coppers at the base of the cliffs. Roy
examined a clump of thrift (Armeria
maritima) and found an adult Thrift
Clearwing. Even when wearing my reading
glasses it took me several seconds to see this
moth, and my camera’s auto-focus failed to
function, such was its camouflage.

Nevertheless remnants of the old flowery turf
still exist, and after leaving Tronach Head we
visited one such location (grid ref NJ 491
687) not far from the Bow Fiddle rock. Here
there are extensive patches of kidney vetch,
and we found good numbers of Small Blue in
the vicinity. In 2004 or 2005, a colony of
Ringlets became established nearby, but it
was too early on this occasion to see any on
the wing.
Although our visit to the coast ended here,
there are still coves worth exploring further
east, between the Whale’s Mouth arch (grid
ref NJ 495 685) and the Preacher’s Cave (grid
ref NJ 496 680). The Dingy Skipper was
previously found on the steep slopes between
the Whale’s Mouth and the footpath leading
down to the shore, but this area has become
overgrown and unsuitable for this butterfly.
At the base of the cliffs between Jenny’s Well
(grid ref NJ 495 682) and the Preacher’s Cave
there was a colony of Northern Brown Argus
which has also disappeared in recent years.
The same appears to have happened to the
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, which
inhabited a section of brae between Jenny’s
Well and the Preacher’s Cave.

Site of former colony of Dingy Skipper, near
Tronach Head
On reaching Tronach Head, we visited the
west-facing cove in which colonies of Dingy
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2. Travel and subsistence to those
delivering the project.
A number of events were planned and this
report details the outcomes and assesses the
effectiveness.
Equipment purchased
Four moth traps, a portable generator and
associated equipment including cables, safety
items (such as bulb guards, waterproof
housing for cable connections and earth
leakage
switches),
nets,
pots
and
identification guides.

Braes between Whale's Mouth arch and
Preacher's Cave
But despite these disappearances, this area is
still worth a visit. The commoner native and
migrant species can occur in abundance in
good summers, and there is always the chance
of seeing something more unusual.

Two of the moth traps, complete with all
associated equipment, were allocated to
Highland Council ranger bases at Lairg and
Lochinver for use at public events and for
loan to interested members of the public.

Moray Coastal Trail allows freedom of access
to the braes, shoreline and headlands. Cars
may be parked near the shore at Findochty, or
just off the A942 east of Hillhead Cemetery.
There is also signposted parking near the Bow
Fiddle rock.

Rogart Primary School 21-22 June

Bill Slater
Inverness

PROMOTING BUTTERFLIES
AND MOTHS IN
SUTHERLAND & CAITHNESS
2007

After a preliminary visit at the end of May I
visited the school on the afternoon of 21st
June to talk to the children about moths and
set up the trap for catching moths overnight. I
returned next morning and spent about an
hour and a half with the children looking at
the moths telling them the names and letting
them have a close look at them. There was a
good selection of nearly thirty different
species including several of the larger ones
such as Elephant Hawk-moth and Poplar
Hawk-moth. All pupils from primary 1 to
primary 7 (35 pupils) came out to see the
moths in the trap and even the nursery pupils
and their mums had a look in as they arrived.
When I left the older ones were busy drawing
pictures of moths from photos downloaded
from the UKMoths website.

Introduction
A project was undertaken by Butterfly
Conservation Highland Branch to promote
butterflies and moths in Sutherland and
Caithness in 2007 supported by grant funding
from SNH. Matched funding was provided
by the Branch in the form of volunteer hours.
The SNH funding paid for two aspects of the
project
1. Equipment and resources
including moth traps books and
related items.
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With a school roll of only 9 it was possible to
let them get even closer to the moths and most
of them had one or more of the larger ones
(such as Large Yellow Underwings) crawl
about on their hands. We also put several into
pots so they could be taken into the classroom
and compared with the pictures in the book.

Their enthusiasm was amazing and I was very
grateful to the head teacher Anne Law for
allowing me to show them some moths. She
kindly sent me the pictures the children had
drawn which I later returned to the school for
their records.

Another successful visit, though the variety of
moths was much less but I have been invited
back next June for another session. Thanks
again to Kirsten McGruer for allowing access
to the school.

Rosehall Primary School
11–12 September
Kirsten McGruer had only recently been
appointed to the school in the summer term so
I left it until 11th/12th September before
visiting there. On this occasion there was
very little time in the afternoon to do any
more than set up the trap. However, the
following morning I used a short presentation
to explain the differences between moths and
butterflies, the moth's lifecycle and show
pictures of a variety of moths before we went
out to look at the trap.

Camore Wood and Dornoch Links
30th June
A field trip, open to the public, was organised
for Butterfly Conservation Highland Branch
to Camore Wood to see the recently
discovered Ringlet Colony and to Dornoch
Links to look at the extensive Small Blue
colony.
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and explain what should be about in sunny
weather.
National Moth Night at the Ferrycroft
Centre, Lairg 11th August
With the assistance of Ian Paterson, Highland
Council Ranger, a public event was arranged
for National Moth Night to show what
wonderful creatures moths are by using a
presentation and attempting to catch some of
the local moths with a light trap when it got
dark.

Thirteen people attended and the weather was
at least sunny to start with for the Camore
Wood section of the trip though it was
beginning to cloud over by the time we were
walking through the dunes at Dornoch
looking for Small Blues.

Ringlet and Small Blue – Tony Mainwood

Moth trapping – Tony Mainwood

Small numbers of both species were seen and
for some people they were both new
experiences.

Unfortunately the weather was rather wet
during the evening though it did clear shortly
after the presentation was concluded and two
moth traps were set up and a few moths began
to be attracted. After about 15 minutes a light
drizzle started again and steadily increased to
a level that made it unlikely that any further
moths would be caught.
Those that had been caught were taken into
the centre for identification and discussion.
Fortunately both Ian and myself had caught
some moths the previous night and were able
to pass these round for identification. Twelve
people attended the event which given the
early weather was quite reasonable.

Examining the catch – Tony Mainwood
Butterfly Walk at Loch Fleet 22nd July
This was organised as part of National Save
Our Butterflies week but unfortunately the
weather was overcast and there were no
butterflies to be seen. Six people did turn up
so we had a short walk to look at the habitat
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We did manage to put three moth traps out for
about an hour but caught even less than at
Lairg.
Loch Fleet NNR Open Day 22nd August
The plan had been to operate a moth trap
overnight and show the moths caught to
people in the afternoon as well as taking them
on a butterfly walk to look at the local
butterflies with the Grayling being of
particular interest. The moth trapping part
went well and a good selection of moths was
caught. About 16 people turned up and took
great interest in the moths. Once again
conditions for butterflies were poor and only a
couple of Meadow Browns were seen. At the
last minute I had to attend a hospital
appointment and was particularly grateful to
David Patterson for standing in for me.

Moth identification – Tony Mainwood
Moths Count at Lochinver 15th August
Andy Summers, Highland Council Ranger,
had made the arrangements for the Lochinver
Visitor centre to be used for this event.

Assessment
The project worked well in spite of the
weather making several of the events less
interesting than they might have been.
However, all the people who attended them
seemed to enjoy them and for many the moths
were a new experience.
Moth trapping – Tony Mainwood

The general format of the public events in
Lairg and Lochinver worked well with the
presentations giving a useful background and
an opportunity to have a general chat before
going outside as it got dark. What proved
quite important was having a selection of
moths in pots that people could look at even
though the weather was not very good. I
know that some events operate over the two
days with an introduction in the evening and
an "open up the traps!" session the next
morning. I am not too sure how well this
would work in our area with people often
living some distance from the venue and
having to travel twice. On the other hand, it
was clear that the Loch Fleet moths session
worked well on the Open Day where all that
was involved was opening up a trap that had
been set overnight. This format could well be
useful where there is no venue with the
facilities such as at Ferrycroft or Lochinver to
give a presentation beforehand.

If anything the weather was even worse with
wind as well as squally showers. However,
an enthusiastic group of fourteen people
turned out to hear the presentation and look at
moths caught the previous night in Golspie by
myself and in Lochinver by Gwen Richards.

Socialising – Tony Mainwood
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Weather does not affect evening presentations
to local groups. As these are quite likely to be
in the winter they could be linked to a
subsequent a field session in the summer with
a morning event to see what had been caught.
National Moth Night in 2008 is on 7th June
and it will be sensible to hold a morning only
session for this one as it gets dark so late in
June.

VC106. As with all biological recording in
East Ross-shire the main problem is a
shortage of people to be recorders rather than
a shortage of items to be recorded so we have
been trying to improve our identification
skills and build up our record base. As we
have been the botanical recorders for VC106
for several years we are at least working the
same patch for moths and can use the same
database.

The primary school visits were particularly
successful and the enthusiasm was very
gratifying. At both Rogart and Rosehall the
head teachers were particularly helpful by
being very flexible in allowing me to choose
the most suitable day at very short notice.

So far in 2007 we have records for 136
species of macromoth in VC106. Light
trapping on a regular basis in two local sites,
one in a birch/pine/heath woodland just south
of Tain and the other in a garden at Fearn
Station gave us records for 110 species with
just 35 species occurring in both sites. In the
woodland setting the True Lover's Knot, a
very attractive little moth, was trapped in the
largest numbers followed by the Magpie
Moth while in the garden setting the
ubiquitous Large Yellow Underwing was
most numerous followed by the much more
attractive Burnished Brass.
The most
dramatic visitor to the light trap at the station
was a Convolvulus Hawk-moth, a seriously
large immigrant moth which is resident in
Africa but some of the adults then move north
to breed in mainland Europe and some of
their offspring then occasionally migrate to
Britain but don't breed here.

Butterfly walks are straightforward but are
very dependent on sunny weather, which of
course you cannot predict even a week in
advance far less several months in advance
when setting dates for these events.
Plans are being made to continue the project
in 2008 and 2009 and these factors will be
taken into account. If plans, including dates,
can be finalised during October it will be
possible to include details of the events in the
Highland
Council
Ranger
Service
programme.
And finally many thanks to David Patterson
and Ian Mitchell of SNH for being so
enthusiastic about and supportive of the
project.

In view of our new lepidopteran
responsibilities we have been looking out
more carefully for moths and butterflies while
trudging round our huge vice county looking
for plants. We have found the small digital
cameras extremely useful for taking multiple
shots of these small fluttering objects as
usually one or two of the pictures are
adequate for identification purposes. We
managed to identify 44 species of macromoth
in the field, eight species as larvae and the
rest as adult moths. The Common Heath
moth lived up to its name with 11 records in
10 hectads, the next commonest being the
Clouded Border. The most dramatic moth we
found was a recently emerged male Emperor
Moth near Loch Mullardoch. Although this

Tony Mainwood - Sept 2007

Moth Recording in East Rossshire (VC106) - 2007
We have had an interest in moths for several
years and were delighted to hear that
Butterfly Conservation had been awarded
funding to set up the National Moth
Recording Scheme but we were very
surprised in February this year when we were
approached to be the moth recorders for
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moth is said to be common and we saw the
larvae on several occasions we had not seen
the adult before and it was very fine indeed.

Tannera Mor is the largest of the Summer
isles, about a mile and half offshore from the
mainland. There are no roads, cars, sheep,
rabbits or deer on the island. It was our third
visit this year (2007). The owners, Bill and
Jean Wilder, collected us from the mainland
with their boat the Patricia. As well as my
Husband, son, two dogs, food, luggage,
bagpipes, fishing gear, etc needed to last the
10 day stay was the Robinson moth trap, all
piled onto the boat. This time we were staying
in Shore Cottage which is on the east side of
the island. It is surrounded mostly by heather
but has a small enclosed front garden with
various shrubs and trees leading down to the
sea.

Emperor Moth - Barbara Ballinger
In relation to butterflies we recorded 16
species in the field the most notable for us
being a Pearl-bordered Fritillary at Torr
Achilty and several Green Hairstreaks above
Little Scatwell.
We are very aware of our lack of expertise in
this area and were therefore very grateful to
Duncan Davidson and Jeff Waddell who
organised a trapping session near Scatwell at
the end of March finding the Orange
Underwing on the birch trees during the day
and several more species in the traps later in
the evening. There are two or three other
people who send us records for which we are
extremely grateful and if anybody else out
there is noting moths in East Ross-shire we
would greatly appreciate receiving the records
on email at barbara@garrickwood.org.uk or
by snail-mail at Upper Flat, Station House,
Fearn Station, by Tain, IV20 1RR.

Tannera Mor – Fiona Hay
For the first few of days the island was storm
bound, the forecast was not too good and I
wasn’t sure if I would get the trap out at all.
Had I lugged it all that way for nothing?
National moth night was on the 11th and
luckily by then the weather had cleared. The
night was dry, mild and cloudy so I put the
trap out at about 10pm just as it was getting
dark. As there was no other light for miles the
trap light filled the night sky so I was certain
that if there were moths about then they were
bound to visit my trap. Very soon there were
moths flickering about the garden and just as
it was getting properly dark a couple of bats
appeared and started scooping up what looked
like all the biggest/bestest ones!! The cottage
was whitewashed and there were moths
sitting in the light on the wall. Soon there

Brian and Barbara Ballinger

National Moth night, Tannera
Mor, the Summer Isles August
2007
National Moth night, Tannera Mor, the
Summer Isles by Fiona Hay August 2007
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were moths all over the place. My husband,
fortified by a large dram and wearing my
butterfly net over his head to combat the
marauding midges came out to help. Taking a
pot he spotted a bordered beauty on the wall
and deftly covered it. Delighted with himself
and holding his hand over the top of the pot to
keep it in, he came over to show me. But as
he lifted off his hand to give me a better view,
out flew the wee beauty, straight up and into
the path of a swooping bat. Thankfully by
midnight the bats had disappeared, it must
have been the best feed they’d had in a long
while! We continued to gather up the
stragglers from the ground and off the walls
until 2am then headed off to bed.

micro moth, a beautiful, fragile mother of
pearl, aptly named it would have made a
lovely brooch.
So despite all the effort to get the trap out to
the island it really was worthwhile, and one
saving grace, there was power on hand from
the cottage and we didn’t need to lug the
generator!
Fiona Hay

Common Blue
Paul Clark sent me this photograph for
inclusion in our newsletter as he was unsure
of his identification. We can now confirm it
as a very nice female Common Blue.

In the morning I had to cover up well to avoid
being eaten alive by midges while I gathered
all the moths into pots. I had caught 123
moths, 30 different species. It was not to be
the day for the bordered beauty however, as
when I was trying to photograph a brightly
coloured specimen it flew up and off, straight
into my cold cup of coffee. I quickly rescued
it and although it did dry out and was later
released, it had lost all of its beautiful orange
colour and was now a wishy-washy, peachy
hue!!

Common Blue Knoydart 2006 – Paul Clark

Coffee-washed Bordered Beauty
Bill and Jean came round to see what I had
caught. There had been moths trapped a
number of years before but they didn’t have a
record of what had been caught so they were
fascinated to see the different species we had.
They are going to use my results as part of a
talk they are giving to the nature society later
in the year. My personal favourite was a

Painted Lady – Paul Clark
Paul also sent this rather nice picture of a
Painted Lady taken in his new garden in
Glasgow – 2006.
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Jimmy McKellar

Field Trips Report
We had 6 trips this year and despite the
apparently appalling weather we actually
managed to fit most of them into dry days.
Culbin was our first meeting and you can tell
from the group and the picture the weather
was kind to us.
Chequered Skipper – JMcK
Another fine day at Camore Wood produced
our most northerly colony of Ringlets and
luck was with me as I managed to snap one as
it rested sunning itself in a glade.

Our party at Culbin.- JMcK
We didn’t see our target species, Kentish
Glory, but we did see Pearl-bordered
Fritillary and a rather interesting beetle.
Ringlet – JMcK
The planned trip to Findhorn turned into what
must rank as one of the most miserable days
we have ventured out in. Despite this we
changed our plan and instead visited the
gardens which were a delight.

Clytra quadripunctata – JMcK
Next we had a day out to our reserve at Allt
Mhuic where a very obliging Chequered
Skipper sat patiently while we all took
multiple photographs.
Findhorn Foundation Garden – JMcK
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BOOKS, HATCHES &
DISPATCHES

Faced with the makings of a complete disaster
we did manage one butterfly, a solitary
Meadow Brown sheltering in a polytunnel. It
was a delight.

We are bombarded with so many “Planet
Earth” type programmes on TV these days it
seems you can learn anything about natural
history by just gazing at the screen.
And we are getting a plethora of books to
match, from simple guides full of stunning
photography to in-depth tours of our planet in
extraordinary detail.
Previously – I’m talking about last century –
the choice was limited. The “New Naturalist”
series launched by Collins in the 1950’s
included Pocket Guides to Birds, Wild
Flowers, Nests & Eggs, and Seashore, but not
as I am aware, Insects. This series was
replaced by Collins New Generation Guides,
including Birds, Wild Flowers, Fungi, and
Butterflies and Insects (1989).

Meadow Brown – Jimmy McKellar
The only other trip was a moth trapping event
which Tony Mainwood has covered
elsewhere in this Newsletter. All told it was a
very pleasant year with lots of good weather,
good company and excellent results.

Another earlier series, “Wayside and
Woodland” published by Warne included
Richard South’s landmark works “Butterflies
of the British Isles” and “Moths of the British
Isles” (2 volumes) illustrated by pen and ink
drawings and colour plates, all of mounted
specimens, but how else could he show them?

Jimmy McKellar

Moth Traps

There is no publication date in Warne’s
books, but South refers to collectors’ records
only up to the early 1900’s! They were an
amazing achievement for that day and age,
and one wonders how the great collections
were accessed without the Web or e-mail.

Richard Fox sent the following information
on mercury-containing lamps. “A couple of
moth-ers have asked me recently about
potential threat to the supply of mercurycontaining light bulbs as a result of new EU
legislation on heavy metals. I raised this with
Jon Clifton of Anglian Lepidopterists
Supplies. It seems that the MV bulbs used in
moth traps are safe, at least according to
Osram. Thought you'd like to know in case
you get asked about the same thing.”

We now get a wide choice of both field
guides, area studies, with biodiversity being
the name of the game, and studies of
individual species such as those presented by
Butterefly Conservation.
Two books which deserve mention from
2006-07 are the Scottish Mountaineering
Trust’s “Hostile Habitats” and Scottish
Natural Heritage’s massive “Nature of the
Cairngorms: Diversity in a Changing

So there you have it.
Jimmy McKellar
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Environment.” “Hostile Habitats” has 20
pages on Invertebrate life and identification
with a separate account for each species.
These do include e.g. the Highland midge and
the large black slug, but some caterpillars,
moths and butterflies are beautifully
illustrated and there are nuggets of
information for instance the heights at which
a species occurs, the Northern Dart above
450m., the Scotch Argus up to 500m. and the
Mountain Ringlet between 350m. and 900m.
This confirmed for me a possible
identification of a Ringlet halfway up a
buttress on the Buchaille in Glencoe at about
800m. Strong fliers such as Tortoiseshells
and Red Admirals can even access mountain
summits: I once met a migratory swarm of 50
plus red admirals on a Munro in Glenfinnan
in early May (over 900 m.).

Since writing the above I have unearthed
another treasure from the family library –
W.E. Kirby’s “Butterflies and Moths”,
published by Routledge, undated but probably
before World War I.
Seventy beautiful colour plates illustrate
‘Butterflies
and
Larger
Moths” (Macrolepidoptera) and “Small
Moths” (Microlepidoptera). The colours are
delightful and include real silver washes on
the fritillaries. Illustrations of larva and
chrysalids are placed alongside the adult
insects, which could help to identify some of
the many small green items we find when
poking about in long grasses!
Many species must now be lost to the UK.
What about the “Old Lady” or the
“Alchemist”? Are there still White Admirals
in the New Forest? – or the double-brooded
“Clifden Blue” - “the most brilliant of the
British Blues”?

As the title “Hostile Habitats” implies, each
montane habitat is thoroughly researched and
described, with a good indication of which
species you are likely to encounter. It is also
reasonably priced at £15. The “Nature of the
Cairngorms” is a weighty reference tome and
one you need to keep for dipping into.
Nomenclature is meticulously recorded so
you can find those species frequently met
with on Highland Butterfly Group outings
which only have Latin names. The most
useful aspect for Cairngorm lovers is the
division of the area (for Invertebrates
anyway) into 22 areas from Craigellachie to
Kinveachy, and the listings of what you are
likely to find in each one. A bit more pricey
at £20 but perhaps you can put on your
“Wanted Presents” list.

Janet King January 2008.

Moths Count
http://www.mothscount.org/site/
http://www.nationalmothnight.info/
If you wish to be added to our Moths Count:
National Moth Recording Scheme mailing list
to receive further information about moth
recording and other moth events, please
provide us with your details.
We prefer to issue information to an email
address first to reduce our paper and postal
costs.

I hope this will convince people that there is
plenty of reading matter to keep us all
occupied whilst waiting for next summer’s
sun.

Please pass your contact details to Sarah-ann
Boon, Project Assistant at saboon@butterflyconservation.org or Tel: 01929 406009

Janet King

Addendum to “Books, Hatches”,
etc.

Moths Count Team www.mothscount.org
Data Protection statement – May 2007
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Keeping in touch…
We would like to contact you by email with
information about conservation, membership
and fundraising work carried out by Butterfly
Conservation. To receive email updates from
Butterfly Conservation please tick this box
(Ed There is no box so just tell Sarah-ann that
you would like email updates)
From time to time we would like to send you
information by post about our conservation,
membership and fundraising activities. If you
prefer not to receive information by post
please tick this box (Ed There is no box so
just tell Sarah-ann that you would like to
receive information by post).
Butterfly
Conservation will not pass any of your
personal details to a third party.

The Historic Treaty of Kindrogan
Newer members may not be aware of the
significance of this rather ancient document
so I thought it would be worth inserting it for
their benefit.

“The Treaty of Kindrogan”.

Ray Collier initiated the first meeting of
Highland Branch at a prestigious meeting
held in The Highland Regional Council
Offices, Glenurquhart Road, Inverness on 3rd
June 1993.
The talks included an
“Introduction”
by
Martin
Warren
( Conservation Officer ) “The Launch” by
Magnus Magnusson KBE and a “Talk on
Butterflies” by Neil Ravenscroft ( SNH
Officer ). The Branch ticked over for a few
years then in 1995 David W. McAllister took
on the post of chairman. Shortly after on 16
November 1996 in the presence of numerous
witnesses the now famous document, “The
Historic Treaty of Kindrogan”, was drawn up
and the land of Scotland divided into 3 branch
regions and duly signed at the Kindrogan
Field Centre. Highland Branch would cover
mainland Highland and we were prepared to
keep a watching brief on the isles (both N &
W) but we did not feel it appropriate to take
on direct responsibility for areas we could
seldom visit.

The more user friendly version.
I attended that first meeting and have been a
member ever since rising to the post of
chairman at the AGM in 1997.
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Jimmy McKellar

April. I also saw three in the grounds of
Armadale Castle, Skye on 2nd May.
However it was a mixed year for the moth
species that have been spreading northwards
recently. After an exceptional year for V-Pug
in 2006 I saw none during 2007. I also failed
to see any Clouded Silver but Scorched Wing
did better with as many as five trapped on 1st
June. Satin Beauty numbers were down but
they were recorded again from two of the new
sites.

REPORT FROM THE WEST
COAST 2007
SUMMARY
Is there such a thing as a typical year for
butterflies and moths? Every year seems to
merit the description “strange” or “unusual”
and 2007 was no exception. It began with an
extraordinary number of early butterfly
sightings during March and I recorded no
fewer than eight species earlier than ever
before between mid-March and mid-June. I
also recorded earliest dates for more than
forty species of macro-moth.

The other major development resulted from
my appointment as moth recorder for Vice
Counties 104 (Skye) and 105 (Wester Ross).
I have received a surprising number of
records from visitors who have carried out
moth trapping in these two areas during the
last two years. This is very encouraging but I
am still struggling to enter my own records
into the MapMate system and haven't yet got
around to analysing this influx of other
people's records. However it is clear that
there are a number of interesting records
amongst all this data.
BUTTERFLIES
The first butterfly reported was a Peacock
seen by Jean Saville on 25th March at
Glenelg which is where the first proof of
breeding was obtained in 2006. The only
spring record of a Red Admiral was at
Conchra on 26th March while Small
Tortoiseshells were reported from three
widely scattered sites at Ratagan, Drumbuie
and Plockton on 27th March.
Another
Peacock at Allt-nan-sugh on 27th completed
what was a remarkable three-day period.

As the year progressed the weather
deteriorated and many reports suggested that
overall it had been a very poor year for
butterflies and a rather erratic year for moth
recording. From my perspective it was still
rather a hectic year. I continued to trap moths
on the Balmacara Estate as well as at home
and also kept my butterfly transect going
from 12th April until 29th September,
missing only six weeks due to holidays or
poor weather. I also carried out a breeding
bird survey for the National Trust for
Scotland on croft land in the Plockton area.
This produced a few interesting by-products
in the form of butterfly and day-flying moth
records.
The Peacock continued to establish itself in
the Lochalsh area and I saw eight along a
short stretch of road in Gleann Beag on 30th
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remains the only known occupied site in
Lochalsh. The typically short flight period
ended on 6th June. The first Small Pearlbordered Fritillary was spotted (in flight!) by
David Barbour on 13th May, an exceptionally
early date. This fritillary peaked at 27 on
18th June, well down on the 51 recorded in
2006, but still a decent count along such a
short transect. It was the best year for Dark
Green Fritillary since 2003 with butterflies on
the wing a whole month earlier than in 2006,
although the flight period also ended earlier.
It was disappointing not to see any Orangetips on Carr Brae after they seemed to have
established themselves there in 2006.
However there were reasonable numbers in
the more traditional sites in the area between
26th April and 15th May. This is another
butterfly with a very short flight period in
Lochalsh.

However what could have been the most
surprising record during this period I haven't
been able to count as I didn't get a definitive
view of what was almost certainly a Speckled
Wood on 27th March.
The butterfly flew rapidly through our garden
and from the colour it could hardly have been
anything else. Because of the exceptional
date I feel I cannot claim the record without
having had a clear view of the butterfly at
rest.

Speckled Wood and Scotch Argus are two
hardy species which seem to be able to cope
with whatever weather the north west
Highlands can throw at them. Speckled
Wood peaked at a record 21 on my transect
on 12th September and the maximum count
of Scotch Argus was 44 on 8th August.
Although this was well down on the 97
Scotch Argus recorded in 2006 it compared
favourably with most previous years.
There was an exceptionally early Small Heath
on the transect on 9th May. Numbers peaked
at 26 on three dates during June but the
season ended rather early on 24th July. The
flight period of this species seems to vary
considerably from year to year.

A Green Hairstreak on 12th April was my
earliest record to date but this species seemed
to have a poor season with a maximum count
of only eight on my transect on 29th April.
There were eight Pearl-bordered Fritillaries
on the transect on 29th April, only the second
year that I have recorded the species in April.
The peak count was 14 on 13th May and it
was good to have David Barbour present on
this day to confirm that I really do have this
small isolated population on Carr Brae. Two
searches at other potential sites failed to find
any Pearl-bordered Fritillaries and Carr Brae

Despite the early March record of a Red
Admiral it was a very poor year for this
species. I had just one more sighting in
August and three in October. However the
small influx in October was much appreciated
when there were no other butterfly species
about, the last two being seen in our garden
on 24th.
MOTHS
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Winter Moth and Chestnut were the only
moths seen during January but things began
to improve during February. As well as the
usual March Moth, Mottled Grey, Pale
Brindled Beauty and Dotted Border came the
first two early species, a Red Chestnut on
19th and an Engrailed on 20th. I had
recorded neither of these in February before.
Most of the February moths were attracted to
lighted windows, two attempts at moth
trapping being rather disappointing.
18 species were recorded during March, the
Robinson trap being used on six occasions.
Although no new species were added to the
March list three species were recorded on
earliest dates: Hebrew Character and Red
Sword-grass on 11th and Small Quaker on
13th.

Early Tooth-striped – Brian Neath
Two surprises during May were a Seraphim
on 4th and a Poplar Lutestring on 12th. The
larval food plants of both species are aspen
and poplar, neither of which occur on Carr
Brae and so both species were new to me.
Another common species which had eluded
me up until this year was The Herald but at
last one appeared in my trap on 4th May.
May also produced another Birch Mocha on
17th, an Ochreous Pug on 4th, the first
Scorched Wing of the year on 17th and a
large count of 43 Brown Silver-line on 4th.

April was a very eventful month with 38
species recorded. 14 common species were
recorded earlier than ever before, the most
surprising being a Spectacle on 29th, the
previous earliest date being 7th June. Eight
species were recorded in April for the first
time including Birch Mocha and
Ruddy
Highflyer on 29th and my first new species of
the year, a Grey Birch, also on 29th.
Exceptionally high counts included c.40
Double-striped Pugs at the windows on 14th
and 23 Early Tooth-striped, 18 Red Chestnut,
75 Common Quaker and 32 Hebrew
Character all trapped on the 11th. The total
catch of 241 moths on 11th April was beaten
only once during the year on 17th July when
243 moths were attracted to the Robinson
trap. However the July catch included 41
species compared with the 18 species on 11th
April. April was also notable for my second
record of Scarce Prominent at Lochalsh
Woodland Garden on 25th, my only previous
record being way back on 30th April 1996.

Seraphim – Brian Neath
Ash is plentiful in Lochalsh and David
Barbour came over on 11th and 12th May to
target Barred Tooth-striped which he thought
might occur in this area. Traps were set at
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three sites on these two nights but
unfortunately no Barred Tooth-striped were
caught. Interesting moths which were
attracted to the traps included the aforementioned Poplar Lutestring along with
another Birch Mocha, May Highflyer,
Glaucous Shears and Light Knot-grass.

Beautiful Brocade – Brian Neath
July was the most productive month with 75
species recorded in the garden and a further
nine species in Kyle. I caught up with
another common species that I hadn't seen
before, a Barred Straw on 17th, while
Chevron, Golden-rod Pug and Beautiful
Brocade were also new for July. 50 species
were trapped at Carnmore, Kyle on 19th and
on the 24th I had my highest species count of
the year in the garden (48). The Carnmore
catch included 49 True Lover's Knot, a Satin
Beauty and a Grey Dagger, my garden catch
included a record 72 Triple-spotted Clay, 4
Barred Carpet, 32 Magpie moths, 2 Satin
Beauty, Square-spotted Clay and Beautiful
Brocade.

Poplar Lutestring
Five Scorched Wing on 1st June were
followed by another single on 17th. There
were no new species for July but on the 1st I
added Shears and Marbled Coronet to my
garden list and also had a
Beautiful Brocade. Broom Moth was the
moth of the month with 19 in my garden trap
on 13th, 55 at a site in Kyle on 14th and 14 at
Duirinish Lodge on 19th. I don't recall seeing
Broom Moth in such numbers before. An
Argent & Sable was a surprise find in a rushy
meadow near Plockton on 7th June with not a
bog-myrtle in sight.
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Orange Sallow – Brian Neath
The dreaded Epirrita species were, as usual,
the dominant species during October and
November peaking at 84 on 11th October
when November Moths appeared to
outnumber Autumnal Moths by about three to
one. The first December Moth was seen at
the windows on 30th October with the last
two on 14th December but no more than two
were seen on any one day. The other four
species recorded during December were all
the usual suspects – Winter Moth, Northern
Winter Moth, Scarce Umber and Mottled
Umber. Winter Moths peaked on the 31st
when 41 were attracted to the windows,
obviously keen to see the New Year in!

Marbled Coronet – Brian Neath
An interesting trapping at Kirkton on 1st
August produced my only records of the year
for three uncommon species - Coronet,
Northern Arches and Lempke's Gold Spot. It
was a disappointing year for Yellow-ringed
Carpet, one of the Carr Brae specialities, and I
didn't see my first two of the year until 9th
August with singles following on 6th
September and 10th October. There were two
exceptionally late sightings of Small Phoenix
on 10th and 30th September and a rare
sighting of Red Carpet on 12th September.
However the September highlight was an
Orange Sallow at Lochalsh Woodland Garden
on 28th, almost certainly a first for the
Lochalsh area.

Autumnal Moth – Brian Neath
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Ishbel Cameron, Jean Camilli, Jean Saville
and Rowena and Kenneth Oliver consistently
keep me in the picture regarding the first
butterflies of the year. Ishbel also provides
much more information regarding butterflies
and moths in the Drumbuie area. Barbara
Soutar generally does the hard work of setting
up the traps on the Balmacara Estate so that I
have the luxury of just turning up in the
morning to help identify the contents. Audrey
Sinclair has allowed me to set up my
Robinson trap in her grounds at Carnmore,
Badicaul, Kyle on several occasions and this
has proved to be an important site. Roy
Leverton, MarkYoung and Tom Prescott have
helped with the identification of some of the
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trickier moth species, Roy and Mark
particularly with micro moths although these
have not been included in this report.

south-west of Inverness, off A831 between
Cannich and Glen Urquhart. Grid ref:
NH383302 OS Sheet 26

Brian Neath

Sat 28th June
Insh Marshes RSPB Reserve with Pete
Moore, Reserve manager Meet at 11.00am at
the reserve entrance. From A9, take exit to
Kingussie. Follow B970 south from village
towards, and then beyond, Ruthven Barracks.
Reserve entrance is 1 km to the east of the
barracks. . Grid ref: NN775998 OS Sheet 35

Highland Branch Web Site
Please take time to look at our website as it
has lots to offer and will be updated regularly
to keep you in touch with field trips etc.
http://www.highland-butterflies.org.uk/

Sun 20th JulyLittleferry
Loch Fleet National Nature Reserve Target
species Grayling and Dark-green Fritillary.
Leader Tony Mainwood. Meet at 11.00am at
Littleferry car park Grid ref: NH806955 OS
Sheet 21

Jimmy McKellar

Jimmy Stewart
Sadly we have to report that Jimmy Stewart
died on 7th February 2007. Jimmy was coauthor of “Highland Butterflies a provisional
atlas” and much more, he was an inspiration
and a wealth of information which he freely
divulged to emergent lepidopterists. I was
one of those lucky enough to have shared an
interest in butterflies with Jimmy, he always
had time to gently guide me in the right
direction and I can honestly say he was one of
the old-school of naturalists who encouraged
and motivated younger members to greater
things.
Jimmy was instrumental in me
becoming chairman of Highland Branch
although for personal reasons he never
actually became a member. His cartographic
skills are legendary and his attention to detail
enviable. I will remember him as one of the
great gentleman lepidopterists of his time.

Sat 26th July
Findhorn Dunes. Exploring the dunes. Leader
Jimmy McKellar. Meet at 11.00am at RSPB
car park opposite Findhorn Foundation, on
the shore side just before entering Findhorn.
NJ052632 OS Sheet 27
For further details contact :Jimmy McKellar (tel 01463241185 e-mail
jimmy.mckellar@btinternet.com) or
Tony Mainwood (tel 01408633247 e-mail
tony.Mainwood@btinternet.com)

Moths Count events
Sat 15th March
Identifying difficult moth species and groups
including genitalia examination. With Dr
Mark Young. Aigas Field Centre 10.00am.
Numbers are limited and places must be
booked with Tony Mainwood Tel:
01408633247 E-mail:
tony.Mainwood@btinternet.com.)

Jimmy McKellar

Field trips 2008

Sun 25th May
General introduction to moths with finding
and identifying larvae. Aigas Field Centre
10.00am. with Mark Young and Roy
Leverton. Numbers are limited and places
must be booked with Tony Mainwood

Sat 31st May
Corrimony RSPB Reserve To look for Pearlbordered Fritillary with Dan Tomes Reserve
Manager. Meet at 11.00am in the Corrimony
Cairns car park which is 22 miles (35 km)
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(tel:
01408633247
or
tony.mainwood@btinternet.com.)

e-mail

Some advice for Newsletter editors: Grasp
the subject, the words will follow. -Cato the
Elder, statesman, soldier, and writer (234-149
BCE)

In addition a number of Moths Count events
have/will be arranged to introduce moths to
the general public and schools as part of the
Promoting Butterflies and Moths in Caithness
and Sutherland sponsored by Scottish Natural
Heritage.

What do you call a group of butterflies? A
baffle of butterflies appealed to me. As did
some of the following:
A blanket of butterflies
A bloom of butterflies
A bouquet of butterflies
A confusion of butterflies
A fluttering of butterflies
A fleet of Skippers
A kettle of Coppers

Sat 7th June Borgie Forest. A Moths Count
event with Tony Mainwood and Paul Castle
Meet at 10am at Forest Visitor Centre for an
introduction to moths and to open moth traps
that will have been set overnight. This will be
followed by a walk to look for butterflies and
day flying moths
Turn off A836 at Grid Ref: NC665587 OS
Sheet 10
Tue 10th June Dunnet Bay. A Moths Count
event with Tony Mainwood and Mary Legg.
Meet at 10.00am at the Visitor Centre for an
introduction to moths and to open the moth
traps which will have been set overnight. This
will be followed by a walk to look for
butterflies and day flying moths.
Grid ref ND219704 OS Sheet 12

Beautiful Yellow Underwing - JMcK

Kinlochbervie area TBA – probably 2nd half
of June.

Some Trivia

Committee

Have you ever come across strange sentences
which make you wonder where on earth they
originated and what they mean? Ponder these
for some cerebral stimuli:

Chairman
Mr Jimmy McKellar
24 Scorguie Gardens
INVERNESS
IV3 8SS
Tel: 01463-241185
E-Mail jimmy.mckellar@btopenworld.com

The so-called “Grey Literature of
Conservation”. – Unpublished reports!
Autecological research – The branch of ecology
that deals with the biological relationship between
an individual organism or an individual species
and its environment.

Secretary
Mr Tony Mainwood

Googlewhack: Look this one up on Google!

Treasurer
Mr Alex Stewart
Committee Member
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Mr Colin Ridley
Committee Member
Mr David W McAllister
Committee Member
Mr Bill Slater
Moth recorders:
All current moth recorders can be found on
this website:
http://www.mothscount.org/site/images/storie
s//countymothreclistvicecountyformat.pdf
Butterfly Recorder
Dr David Barbour
125a High Street
ABERLOUR
Banffshire
AB38 9PB

Butterfly Conservation
Company limited by guarantee
Registered Office: Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham
BH20 5QP
Registered in England No. 2206468 – Registered Charity No.
254937
VAT No. 565 9070 16
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